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Electronic structure and exchange interaction in the layered perovskite Sr3Mn2O7

H. Meskine, Z. S. Popovic´,* and S. Satpathy
Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211

~Received 23 May 2001; published 1 February 2002!

The electronic structure of the Ruddlesden-Popper layered perovskite compound Sr3Mn2O7 is studied from
density-functional calculations using the linear muffin-tin orbitals method. An antiferromagnetic, insulating
solution is obtained in agreement with the experiments, with a magnetic moment of about 2.52mB for each Mn
atom. The magnetic interactions between the Mn atoms, both within the bilayer and between the bilayers, are
shown to arise from superexchange. The intrabilayer interaction involves the three-site Mn-O-Mn superex-
change much like the case of the well-known CaMnO3, while the interbilayer exchange, mediated via the
longer Mn-O-O-Mn superexchange path, is considerably weaker. Consistent with the layered nature of the
compound, we find a strong out-of-plane to in-plane band-mass anisotropy for Sr3Mn2O7 (mz* /mx,y* ;10.9 for
electrons and;4.2 for holes!, while for the related compound LaSr2Mn2O7, which is a ferromagnetic metal,
we obtain a strong anisotropy in the resistivityrc /rab;40 using kinetic transport theory, in qualitative
agreement with the experimental value of;100.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.094402 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Lp, 71.27.1a, 75.30.Vn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The manganese-based perovskite oxides show a wide
riety of novel magnetic field induced phenomena, such as
colossal magnetoresistance effect, spin, orbital, and ch
ordering, melting of the charge order under the influence
the magnetic field, etc.1,2 Recently, considerable attentio
has been focused on a new series of manganites, viz.
n52 members of the Ruddlesden-Popper compou
La222xSr112xMn2O7 (0<x<1), which comprise bilayers o
La12xSrxMnO3 separated by insulating SrO layers~Fig. 1!.3

Several members of the class exhibit large magnetore
tance and the two-dimensional nature of the compoun
manifested in a number of magnetic and transport proper
For example, the two-dimensional character results in a s
ing anisotropy in resistivity. The presence of insulating S
planes makes the resistivityrc normal to the planes to be tw
to three orders of magnitude greater than the resistivityrab
in the ab plane.1 Another strong indication of the two
dimensional character is that the measured critical expo
for the magnetization nearTc is close to the theoretical ex
ponent obtained from Onsager’s exact solution of the tw
dimensional Ising model.4,5

In spite of the considerable current interest in these co
pounds, only a very few calculations of the electronic str
ture, mostly for thex50.5 member of the series, have be
reported.6,7 In this paper we focus our attention on the ele
tronic and magnetic structures of thex51 end member of
the series, viz., Sr3Mn2O7, using density-functional method
and simple models for exchange and transport. The e
tronic structures of the end members are important as
provide considerable insight into the properties of the en
class of compounds and, with their smaller unit cells, ha
the simplest band structures. We note that Sr3Mn2O7 is
analogous to thex51 end member of the CMR perovskit
series La12xCaxMnO3, with both having the nominal Mn
valence of Mn41, so that the Mneg states are empty. Both
Sr3Mn2O7 and CaMnO3 are antiferromagnetic insulators.

The key results of our work may be summarized as f
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lows: ~i! An insulating antiferromagnetic ground state is o
tained within the local-density theory.~ii ! The valence-band
top and the conduction-band bottom both consist of ba
with highly anisotropic masses, so that the charge carri
introduced by either chemical doping or temperature, w
lead to highly anisotropic conductivity within the relaxatio
time approximation.~iii ! The conductivity is much highe
along the bilayer plane as compared to the direction nor
to the plane, exactly as observed. An interesting result is
no significant in-plane anisotropy for resistivity along diffe
ent directions in the plane is indicated from our results.~iv!
The antiferromagnetic exchange interactions, both intra
layer and interbilayer, are produced by superexchange, m
like the familiar CaMnO3 case. Of these, the interbilaye
exchange is found to be much smaller because of the lon
superexchange path, which consists of four manganese
oxygen atoms.~v! For thex50.5 compound of the series
viz., LaSr2Mn2O7, which is a ferromagnetic metal, we hav
also calculated the resistance anisotropy within the kin
transport theory and, consistent with experiments, find
large anisotropy there as well.

II. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE

Several members of the layered perovskite fam
SrO~La12xSrxMnO3)2, including the end membe
Sr3Mn2O7 (x51), crystallize in a tetragonal structure wit
the space group in the paramagnetic phase beingI4/mmm
~no. 139!.8 This crystal structure is derived from the cub
perovskite structure and can be visualized as a stackin
sheets of double layers of MnO6 octahedra~Fig. 1!. There
are three types of oxygen atoms present in the structure: O~1!
between two Mn atoms located on two different laye
within the same bilayer, O~2! outside the bilayer forming the
apex of the MnO6 octahedron, and O~3! located on the
MnO2 layer, two of which form a bilayer. The three corre
sponding Mn-O bond lengths are 1.947, 1.901, and 1.895
indicating the absence of any appreciable Jahn-Te
distortion,8 which is consistent with the expected Mn41

nominal valence. However, in compounds where there
mixture of Mn31 and Mn41, a significant octahedral distor
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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H. MESKINE, Z. S. POPOVIC´ , AND S. SATPATHY PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 094402
tion due to the Jahn-Teller interaction is found, resulting
large differences in the Mn-O bond lengths~e.g., 1.92 and
2.12 Å in La1.4Sr1.6Mn2O7,9 comparable to the distortion in
LaMnO3).

The band-structure calculations presented here were
formed using local spin-density approximation~LSDA! to
the density-functional theory~DFT!. The self-consisten
tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbitals~TB LMTO! method
was used.10 The structural data used in the electronic stru
ture calculations are taken from Ref. 8. The atomic positi
and the muffin-tin sphere radii are given in Table I. T
magnetic unit cell is base-centered orthorhombic, sp
groupC2mm ~no. 38 in the International Tables!, with two
formula units per unit cell. The calculations were scalar re
tivistic and the von Barth–Hedin11 exchange-correlation po

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of the bilayer perovskite Sr3Mn2O7.
Arrows indicate the Mn magnetic moments. The intralayer, intra
layer, and the interbilayer exchange interactions between the
atoms are denoted byJ, J8, andJ9, respectively.
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tential was used. Within the LMTO atomic sphere appro
mation ~LMTO-ASA!, the antiferromagnetic~AF! structure
was found to be energetically favorable over the param
netic as well as the ferromagnetic structures.

The energy bands of Sr3Mn2O7 in the AF structure are
presented in Fig. 2. An insulating solution is obtained, w
an indirect gap of 0.45 eV between theG and theY points.
The calculated magnetic moment ismMn52.52mB /Mn,
which is in good agreement with the measured value
2.31mB /Mn.8 According to the Hund’s rule the magnetic mo
ment for the free Mn41 ion should be 3mB /Mn, which is
reduced by the hybridization effects in the crystal. The m
netic moment is carried almost entirely by thet2g electrons,

i-
n

TABLE I. Atom positions and sphere sizes for Sr3Mn2O7 used
in the TB-LMTO calculation. Lattice parameters for the parama
netic tetragonal unit cell~space group isI4/mmm) are a
53.789 36 Å andc520.0638 Å atT58 K ~Ref. 8!.

Atom x/a y/a z/c S @a.u.#

Sr ~1! 0.0 0.0 60.5 3.73
Sr ~2! 0.0 0.0 60.31656 3.99
Mn 0.0 0.0 60.09705 2.60
O~1! 0.0 0.0 60.0 1.88
O~2! 0.0 0.0 60.19181 1.60
O~3! 0.0 0.5 60.09558 1.87

FIG. 2. Density-functional band structure for Sr3Mn2O7 with
the antiferromagnetic crystal structure. The valence- a
conduction-band dispersions in the gap region are strongly an
tropic, which leads in turn to a highly anisotropic conductivity f

the doped carriers as discussed in the text. ThekW points are:G
5(0,0,0), Y5(0,0,a/c), Z5(1/4,1/4,0), andT5(1/4,1/4,a/c), in
units of 2p/a.
2-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND EXCHANGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094402
causing thet2g bands to be completely spin polarized.
The bands are consistent with the nominal chemi

valence of Mn41 (t2g
3 eg

0). Note that the chemical valenc
of the series may be represented
(La12x

31 Srx
21Mn(31x)1O3

22)2(Sr21O22), where the first
parantheses indicates the bilayer and the second, the ins
ing SrO layer. An electronic configuration with emptyeg
orbitals implies a Jahn-Teller inactive system. The Mn v
lence being Mn41, the electronic structure has considerab
similarity with that of CaMnO3.12,13 The Mn-3d states are
split into a triply degeneratet2g and a doubly degenerateeg
state by the cubic crystal field, as seen from the projec
density of states~DOS! shown in Fig. 3. The crystal-field
splitting of ;2 eV is comparable to the strength of the e
change splitting (;2 eV), putting thet2g

↓ and theeg
↑ states

in the same energy region. In the layered systems, the s
metry of the crystal field is reduced from cubic to tetragon
which would remove the degeneracies of thet2g and theeg
states. However, the present compound being Jahn-Telle
active, this effect is small. The characteristic features of
present DOS curves are essentially similar to those for
cubic perovskite CaMnO3.

The valence electron charge-density contours, shown
Fig. 4, are consistent with the occupation of the oxygenp

FIG. 3. Density of states for Sr3Mn2O7. The valence bands are
of combined O(p)-Mn(t2g↑) character, while the conduction band
near the gap consist primarily of Mn(t2g↓) and Mn(eg↑) states.
SymbolsDc f and Dex indicate, respectively, the crystal-field spli
ting and the exchange splitting.
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shell and the Mn (t2g) states. The lobes on the atoms seen
the figure are indicative of the bonding interaction betwe
the atoms.

III. RESISTIVITY ANISOTROPY

A. Sr3Mn2O7

The band structure shows a large anisotropy in the dis
sion of both the valence and the conduction bands in the
region. This would lead to a large anisotropy in the in-pla
vs out-of-plane conductivity in samples with carriers, intr
duced either by chemical doping or by finite temperature.
have estimated this anisotropy ratio for Sr3Mn2O7 within the
simple relaxation-time approximation~RTA! where the con-
ductivity tensor may be written ass̄5nueum̄, wheren is the
concentration of the carriers,e is their charge, andm̄ is the
carrier mobility.14 The mobility is given bym̄5ueutM 21

wheret is the average relaxation time andM is the effective-
mass tensor,M 215(1/\2)]2E(kW )/]kW2. The energies of the
valence and the conduction bands may be written asE(kW )
5Ec,v6\2(kx

2/2mx* 1ky
2/2my* 1kz

2/2mz* ), where Ec(Ev) is
the bottom~top! of the conduction~valence! band andmx* ,
my* , andmz* are the principal values of the effective mass
obtained by diagonalizing the mass tensor. In the RTA,
conductivity along different crystallographic directions
then determined simply by the mass anisotropy.

We have estimated the ratio of the principal values of
masses by examining the band dispersion along differen
rections in the crystal. Figure 2 already indicates that
band dispersion is rather flat along directions perpendic
to the bilayers (kW alongG2Y) for both the valence top and
the conduction bottom. For the conduction bottom, the ra
of the band masses may be obtained from Fig. 5, wh
shows a contour plot of the band energies. An estimate of

FIG. 4. Valence electron charge-density contours plotted on
MnO2 layer indicating the bonding interaction between the oc
pied Mn(t2g) and the oxygenp orbitals. Contour values are:rn

5r03102nde2/a0
3, wherer054.731023, d50.47, a0 is the Bohr

radius, andn labels the contours.
2-3
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H. MESKINE, Z. S. POPOVIC´ , AND S. SATPATHY PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 094402
in-plane to out-of-plane conductivity ratio for the electrons
then found to besab /sc'mz* /mx,y* ;10.9. Note also from
the contours that the band mass is isotropic along the p
of the bilayers. Similarly, the anisotropy in the hole condu
tivity was found to besab /sc'mz* /mx,y* ;4.2.

To our knowledge, although Sr3Mn2O7 is known to be an
insulator, there is no quantitative measurement of the re
tivity anisotropy of either doped samples or undop
samples at finite temperatures. However, measurements
been made for the related bilayer compound LaSr2Mn2O7,15

which is thex50.5 member of the series and is a ferroma
netic metal. We have computed the anisotropy for this co
pound as well, results of which are described below.

B. LaSr2Mn2O7

A rough estimate for the resistivity anisotropy for the m
tallic LaSr2Mn2O7 is obtained using band dispersions at t
Fermi energy and kinetic transport theory. According to
latter, the conductivity is given bys5 1

3 te^v f
2&Nf , wheret

is an average relaxation time,Nf is the Fermi energy electro
density, andv f is the Fermi velocity.

To estimate the quantities entering into the kinetic tra
port expression, we have performed a band calculation
the LaSr2Mn2O7 using the full-potential LMTO method.16

We used a double-k basis set for thes, p, andd muffin-tin
orbitals, with their tails expanded about other sites in sph
cal harmonics up tol max56. The calculation was performe
with the Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation potential in
generalized gradient approximation~GGA!.17 The calculated

FIG. 5. Constant energy contours near the conduction bot
indicating the highly anisotropic in-plane vs out-of-plane band d

persion. The coordinate system forkW is the same as in Fig. 1 an
contours on both plots have the same values. The plot on the
part indicates isotropic dispersion along different directions on
bilayer plane. Bloch momentums are in units of 2p/a.
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densities of states are shown in Fig. 6. We find a nearly h
metallic band structure for this compound in agreement w
the earlier results of de Boer and de Groot.6 A small density
of states at the Fermi energy is found for the minority ele
trons allowing conduction in both the majority and the m
nority spin channels. If the local-density approximatio
~LDA ! is used instead of the GGA in the calculation, th
minority conduction bands shift slightly down thereby in
creasing the minority DOS at the Fermi energy.

Even though both LDA and GGA indicate the presence
a small number of minority electrons at the Fermi energy,
find that they contribute very little to the conductivity be
cause of their comparatively small Fermi velocity. Our GG
calculation for LaSr2Mn2O7 yields the following values for
the DOS at the Fermi level:N↑(↓)(Ef)516.67~1.64! states/
Ry/unit cell, while the averaged Fermi velocitie
for spin majority ~minority! are: ^vx

2&↑(↓)5^vy
2&↑(↓)52.70

(0.09)31012 m/s,̂ vz
2&↑(↓)50.14 (0.0)31012 m/s. Notice

that not only are the minority-spin electrons smaller in nu
ber, but also that they have a much smaller Fermi veloc
~heavier effective mass!, making the majority-spin electrons
responsible for the bulk of the conductivity. The Fermi v
locities are also strongly anisotropic, being much smaller
the out-of-plane direction, leading to a strong anisotropy

m
-

ht
e

FIG. 6. Densities of states for the ferromagnetic LaSr2Mn2O7,
calculated using the full-potential LMTO method and Perdew-Wa
exchange-correlation in the GGA. Results indicate a nearly h
metallic system. Densities of states corresponding to the majo
spins are indicated by solid lines while those corresponding to
minority spins are indicated by dashed lines.
2-4
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND EXCHANGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094402
resistivity rc /rab5sab /sc;40 in qualitative agreemen
with the experimental value of;100.15

IV. EXCHANGE INTERACTION

The magnetic structure of Sr3Mn2O7 is shown in Fig. 1
The exchange interactions can be explained within a su
exchange model involving either the triatomic Mn-O-M
path for the intralayer and the intrabilayer exchanges or
tetratomic Mn-O-O-Mn path for the interbilayer exchang
Throughout this paper, we denote the intralayer, intrabilay
and the interbilayer exchange interactions between the
atoms byJ, J8, andJ9, respectively~see Fig. 1!.

To describe the exchange, we consider the follow
Hamiltonian model involving the Mn(d) and O(p) electrons,
with the t2g spins treated as core:

H5(
ia

e iania1 (
ia, j bs

t ia j b~cias
† cj bs1H.c.!

1Ud(
i

ni~ni21!2JH(
i

SW i .sW i . ~1!

Here i, a, ands are, respectively, the site, orbital and sp
indices,cias

† is the corresponding electron creation operat
e ia’s are the on-site energies,Ud is the Coulomb energy on
the Mn site, andJH is the Hund’s rule exchange energy. W
shall, for simplicity, takeJH5` so that only theeg states
parallel to thet2g spin at a Mn site can be occupied. Thet2g

electrons are treated as classical core spins denoted bySW i at
the i th site. Hopping is allowed between Mn(eg) and O(p)
orbitals at the nearest-neighbor sites.

FIG. 7. Superexchange paths for the intralayer and intrabila
exchange~a! and for the interbilayer exchange~b!. Defining thez
axis along the Mn-O bonds, only the electron hopping involving t
O(pz) and the Mn(z221) orbitals contributes to the magnetic ex
change in the lowest order of the perturbation theory. The Mn-O
angleu is about 135° for Sr3Mn2O7, while the Mn-O-Mn bond is
close to 180°.
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If now the z axis in the local coordinate system is chos
along the Mn-O bond~see Fig. 7!, then it is easy to see tha
the only important contribution to the exchange comes fr
electron hopping involving the Mn(z221) and the O(pz)
orbitals. This is because the intralayer and the intrabila
exchanges involve the linear Mn-O-Mn triad with a rough
180° Mn-O-Mn bond angle, which makes the hopping in
gral involving the O(px) and O(py) orbitals zero by symme-
try. As for the interbilayer exchangeJ9, although the O(px)
and O(py) orbitals are coupled to the system on account
the deviation of the Mn-O-Mn angle from a straight bon
these hoppings contribute to the exchange in higher order
the perturbation theory. The interatomic hopping integr
are described through the use of the Koster-Slater tig
binding matrix elements.

The exchange interactionJ between two Mn atoms is ob
tained by calculating the ground-state energies correspon
to the ferromagnetic~FM! and antiferromagnetic~AF! align-
ment of the twot2g spins and then taking the difference:

Jex5E↑↑2E↑↓ , ~2!

where positive~negative! values ofJex indicate an AF~FM!
interaction between thet2g spins. Note that ourJex

is related to the Heisenberg exchange parameterJ̄ appearing
in the standard expression for the Heisenberg Hamilton
H52 J̄( i j SW i•SW j via the equationJex54J̄S2.

A. Intralayer and intrabilayer exchanges: Mn-O-Mn case

Consider first the intralayer and the intrabilayer magne
exchanges,J and J8 ~Fig. 1!, which are mediated betwee
two Mn atoms via O(3) and O(1), respectively. There are
just two relevant parameters in the Hamiltonian, viz., t
oxygen to manganese charge-transfer energyD[E(d4p5)
2E(d3p6)'5 eV and the Mn-Otpds hopping matrix ele-
ment which we denote byt'21 eV.

Straight Mn-O-Mn bond. For a straight bond, since th
active orbitals~nonzero hopping! are just the O(pz) and the
Mn(z221) orbitals, in the FM case we have two O(pz) elec-
trons, taking both spins into account. There are three spin
orbitals and one spin-down orbital available for these el
trons, resulting in a three-dimensional configuration sp
(3C131C1). The basis set is explicitly:u100&, u010&, and
u001&, corresponding to the lone spin-up electron occupy
either the O(p) or one of the two Mn(d) orbitals. The spin-
down electron can only be on the O(p) orbital in the FM
case due to the infiniteJH . The Hamiltonian is then simply
the 333 matrix:

H↑↑5S 0 t t

t D 0

t 0 D
D . ~3!

The ground-state energy is then given by

E↑↑5~D2AD218t2!/2. ~4!

For the AF of the Mn spins, we obtain the followin
Hamiltonian:

er

e
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H↑↓5S 0 t t 0

t D 0 t

t 0 D t

0 t t 2D

D , ~5!

where the four basis states in the configuration space
taken in the order:up↑,p↓&, ud1↑,p↓&, up↑,d2↓&, and
ud1↑,d2↓&, with d1 ,d2 denoting thez221 orbitals on the
two Mn sites. Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix, we fin
the AF ground-state energy to be

E↑↓5D2AD214t2. ~6!

The exchange energy is obtained by taking the differe
between the two ground-state energies Eqs.~4! and ~6!:

Jintra5e2~D1Ae214t2!/2, ~7!

wheree[AD214t2 and Jintra stands forJ or J8. Note that
the expression forJintra is always positive indicating an ant
ferromagnetic interaction irrespective of the magnitude
the electronic parameters.

Bent Mn-O-Mn bond. Even though in the present com
pound, we have a more or less straight bond, it may dev
markedly from a linear bond for other members of the ser
In view of this, we generalize the results of the previo
subsection for the case of a bent bond. Taking the Mn-O-
bond angle to beu, we proceed in a similar manner as b
fore.

For the bent bond, one more O(p) orbital in addition to
the O(pz) orbital gets involved, making the configuratio
space somewhat larger than for the straight bond~six dimen-
sional for the FM case and nine dimensional for the
case!. However, the two Hamiltonians can still be diagon
ized analytically. The result for the exchange energy is

Jintra5e2@e21Ae4216t4cos2u#1/2/A2, ~8!

which is again always positive~antiferromagnetic! irrespec-
tive of the parameters. In the limit of the straight bondu
5p), this expression can be shown to be equivalent to
~7! after some algebra. Taking the limitt/D!1 in the above
equation, we obtain the result of the fourth-order pertur
tion theory:

Jintra52t4/D33cos2u. ~9!

The above thus explains the antiferromagnetic sign of boJ
andJ8 consistent with the experiments.8

To the best of our knowledge the magnitudes ofJ andJ8
for Sr3Mn2O7 are not known experimentally. However, spi
wave measurements for a related compound in
Ruddlesden-Popper series with 40% La doping indicatesJ8
to be substantially lower thanJ (J'9 meV and J8
'3 meV).18 We expect a similar scenario for the prese
compound based on the differences of the Mn-O bo
lengths, since thepd tight-binding matrix elements vary a
d27/2, d being the distance between the two atoms.19 The
reduced value ofJ8 compared toJ is consistent with a longe
09440
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Mn-O~1! bond (1.947 Å) than Mn-O~3! (1.895 Å) via
which the two exchanges are respectively mediated.

The calculated values ofJ and J8 as a function of the
bond angleu are shown in Fig. 8. For the set of paramete
D55 eV, t521 eV, and u'180°, we find J
512.9 meV andJ859.1 meV. In the calculation ofJ8, t
was reduced according to thed27/2 scaling mentioned above
while all other parameters were taken to be the same.

B. Interbilayer exchange: Mn-O-O-Mn case

We now turn to the interbilayer exchangeJ9, which is
between two adjacent Mn atoms located on two differ
bilayers as shown in Fig. 1. Since the superexchange pa
now longer, consisting of four atoms, we expect the e
change to be much weaker. In fact now the exchange in
action occurs only in the sixth order of the perturbati
theory, as opposed to the fourth order in the previous c
Experiments indeed indicate the interbilayer coupling to
about two orders of magnitude smaller than the intrala
coupling.18

We assume that all four atoms in the superexchange
are in the same plane, which is a good approximation
Sr3Mn2O7, and neglect all hoppings that are not crucial
the exchange, retaining only thepz2pz andd3z2212pz hop-
ping channels. For the FM orientation of the two Mnt2g
spins, the Hamiltonian in the six-dimensional (4C232C2)
configuration space is given by

H↑↑5S 0 0 t t 0 0

0 D 0 t8 0 0

t 0 D 0 t8 2t

t t8 0 D 0 2t

0 0 t8 0 D 0

0 0 2t 2t 0 2D

D , ~10!

FIG. 8. Intralayer and intrabilayer exchange interactionsJ and
J8 calculated from Eq.~8! and interbilayer exchangeJ9 calculated
using Eqs.~2!, ~11!, and~13!. The magnitude ofJ9 is considerably
less as compared to the intralayer exchanges since the forme
volves a longer superexchange path with four atoms. Parame
are:D55 eV, tpds521 eV, tpps51 eV, andtppp520.25 eV.
2-6
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where we have taken the Mn-O hoppingt[tz,3z2215tpds

and the O-O hoppingt8[tz,z5tppscos2u1tpppsin2u, u being
the Mn-O-O angle shown in Fig. 7. The ground-state ene
is

E↑↑5D2@D21t21A16D2t21~D22t2!2#1/2/A2,
~11!

where t5A4t21t82. For the AF case, the Hamiltonian i
given by

H↑↓

51
0 2t 0 0 0 0 2t 0 0

2t D t8 0 0 0 0 2t 0

0 t8 D 0 0 0 0 0 2t

0 0 0 D 2t 0 t8 0 0

0 0 0 2t 2D t8 0 t8 0

0 0 0 0 t8 2D 0 0 t8

2t 0 0 t8 0 0 D 2t 0

0 2t 0 0 t8 0 2t 2D t8

0 0 2t 0 0 t8 0 t8 2D

2 .

~12!

Diagonalizing this with Mathematica©, we get the AF
ground-state energy:

E↑↓54/33$D2a cos@A4a62b6/~3b3!#%, ~13!

where a2[D213(t21t82) and b3[2D319D(t222t8
2).

From numerical diagonalization, we have verified that th
expression is valid for typical values of the Hamiltonian p
rameters. An eigenvalue with a different analytical expre
sion may become the lowest eigenvalue for very differe
parameters.

The interbilayer exchangeJ9 is the difference of the two
ground-state energies as before. In the limit oft,t8!D and
taking t5t8 for the sake of argument,J9 is given to the
lowest order in hopping by the expression

J95E↑↑2E↑↓;t6/D5, ~14!

which is a much weaker exchange as compared to the in
layer exchanges.

Unlike the case of the intralayer exchange, there is
contribution to the interbilayer exchange in the fourth-ord
perturbation theory. This is easily understood since there
no fourth-order process that would take an electron from o
Mn(3z221) orbital to the other and back. Therefore the i
e

,
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terbilayer exchange interaction only includes contributions
energy that are at least of the sixth order in the perturba
theory.

In Fig. 8, we show the calculated values of the exchan
J9 as a function of the Mn-O-O bond angleu from diago-
nalization of the Hamiltonians~10! and ~12!. Note that for
Sr3Mn2O7, angleu is in the vicinity of 135°, so thatJ9 is
substantially diminished from the straight-bond result. T
weak magnitude ofJ9 is borne out by experiments, wher
the measured value ofJ9 is as small as 0.06 meV.18

Now the crystal structure is such that the antiferroma
netic exchangesJ, J8, andJ9 cannot all be accommodated a
the same time leading to spin frustration. Since the intra
layer exchangesJ andJ8 are much stronger compared to th
interbilayer exchangeJ9, the Mn moments assume an A
ordering within the bilayer, while as seen from Fig. 1 on
half the Mn-Mn ordering between two Mn atoms belongin
to neighboring bilayers are AF, the other half being ferr
magnetic. Spin frustration can be removed by making
two equivalent Mn-O~2!-O~2!-Mn interbilayer superex-
change paths nonequivalent, by either a small structu
change affecting the Mn-O distances or by the presence
electron hopping beyond the nearest neighbor. The obse
magnetic structure is therefore consistent with a weakJ9 as
found from our results.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have studied the electronic structure
the bilayer perovskite Sr3Mn2O7 from density-functional cal-
culations. The band structure indicates a large mass an
ropy for both the conduction as well as for the valen
bands, leading to a strong anisotropy in resistivity f
samples with doped carriers within the relaxation-time a
proximation. We have also found a large resistivity anis
ropy in the ferromagnetic metal LaSr2Mn2O7 from band cal-
culations. The calculated anisotropy there,rc /rab;40, is in
qualitative agreement with the experimental value of;100.

The magnetic structure in Sr3Mn2O7 is consistent with the
antiferromagnetic superexchange, with the interbilayer
change being much weaker as compared to the intrabila
exchange. The electronic structure is similar to that of
perovskite CaMnO3, although the magnetic structure o
Sr3Mn2O7 is much richer.
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